[The influence of smoking of the cigarettes on the level of circulating immunological complexes in the serum of patients with the hypersensitivity of the type I].
Circulating immunological complexes are the answer of the immunological system on appearing in the organism of the substance about the character of antigenic. The growth of the concentration of immunological complexes is described in many diseases among others in allergies. The aim of the work was the opinion of levels of circulating immunological complexes serums smoke patients and no smokes with the hypersensitivity of I type. Patients serums given an examination with the hypersensitivity of the type I (n = 22) smoking (n = 11) and nonsmoking (n = 11). 45 persons been careful for healthy made up the supervisory group. The level of circulating immunological complexes was studied the simple method of PEG precipitation according to the Haskov method. Smoking patients step out higher levels of CIC in the hypersensitivity of the type I than at patients who don't smoke.